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ABSTRACT

Statistical shape models enhance machine learning algo-
rithms providing prior information about deformation. A
Point Distribution Model (PDM) is a popular landmark-based
statistical shape model for segmentation. It requires choosing
a model order, which determines how much of the variation
seen in the training data is accounted for by the PDM. A
good choice of the model order depends on the number of
training samples and the noise level in the training data set.
Yet the most common approach for choosing the model order
simply keeps a predetermined percentage of the total shape
variation. In this paper, we present a technique for choosing
the model order based on information-theoretic criteria, and
we show empirical evidence that the model order chosen by
this technique provides a good trade-off between over- and
underfitting.

Index Terms— Model-order selection, information-
theoretic criteria, statistical shape model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical shape models provide prior information about the
deformation of an object [1]. A Point Distribution Model
(PDM) [2] contains statistical information of a collection of
shape landmarks and its variability, represented by an affine
space of eigenvectors obtained by Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA). Popular segmentation techniques that make use of
PDMs are Active Shapes Models [3] and Constrained Local
Models [4]. We refer to the number of principal components
kept in the PDM as its model order. If the order is too large,
the model may not be specific enough (overfitting); if the or-
der is too small, new observations of the same shape may not
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be accurately represented with the model (underfitting). A
good model order provides the right trade-off between over-
fitting and underfitting.

The most common way of choosing the model order
of a PDM is to keep the eigenvectors that account for a
given percentage of variance (typically 90-98% [4]). Many
landmark-based shapes, such as anatomical shapes in medical
image analysis, are high-dimensional, and often only few ob-
servations are available. These observations may also contain
noise artifacts. The heuristic approach of choosing the model
order based on a kept fraction of total variance may there-
fore be suboptimal. The best model order varies significantly
depending on the number of samples and noise level of the
training data set. Our motivation in this paper is to design a
model-order selection rule that has a theoretical justification
and leads to a statistical shape model with good representa-
tion ability. We consider therefore information theory, which
has successfully been used before to enhance registration and
detection algorithms [5][6], as well as to place landmarks
automatically in statistical shape models [7].

This model-order selection problem has been addressed
before in statistical shape model design. In [8] the authors
suggested a t-test of bootstrap stability of the PCA modes
of the PDM, and they validated the strategy on simulated
anatomical shapes with white noise. The authors in [9] pro-
posed a strategy based on an information-theoretic criterion
for small sample support in a more generic array-processing
context, also assuming white noise. These techniques may
fail if the noise is not white. In [10], also in an array-
processing context, the authors considered nonuniform noise.

In PDM design, there is no obvious model for the noise.
Therefore, techniques that consider a specific noise structure
may not work well. In order to address this, we propose a
new strategy, based on information-theoretic criteria, that as-
sumes a more generic colored-noise model. Our strategy is
specifically designed to determine the model order in a PDM,
although it may also be applied to other model-order selec-
tion problems with colored noise. We interpret the PDM as a
multivariate regression, where the model order is determined
considering the statistical properties of the regression resid-
uals. We also perform a comparative study, with simulated
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and real shapes, where we prove the good performance of our
strategy, as well as the importance of an accurate model order
in PDMs.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 explains in detail the problem formulation, and how
the PDM is interpreted as a regression problem. Section 3
presents the proposed solution based on information theory.
Section 4 shows a comparative and validation study with sim-
ulated shapes where the model order is known, and shapes
from real databases where the model order is unknown. We
summarize the conclusions in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A PDM of an object of interest models the variability of its
shape [2]. Let the random vector x ∈ RN model the x- and
y-coordinates of N

2 landmarks of a shape after a Procrustes
aligment [11]. With the mean E[x] = µx, we define the zero-
mean shape vector as y = x− µx.

The N variables in y are highly correlated, and most of
the information on shape variability is contained in a lower-
dimensional subspace. Let us define the covariance matrix of
the shape vector, Ryy = E[yyT ], and consider its eigenvalue
decomposition, i.e., Ryy = PΛPT . We perform dimension-
ality reduction for y, assuming the following linear model:

y = Ptbt + ε, (1)

where bt ∈ Rt is a vector of t < N parameters, and Pt =
[p1,p2, . . . ,pt] ∈ RN×t are the t eigenvectors of Ryy cor-
responding to the t largest eigenvalues. In order to preserve
shape plausibility, bt is restricted to a set B(λt), where λt

is a t-dimensional vector containing the t largest eigenvalues
of Ryy. The vector ε accounts for the variability that we do
not represent with the model. We consider ε to be a zero-
mean Gaussian noise vector, with arbitrary covariance matrix
Σ, i.e., colored noise. The noise may be due to imprecise
training landmarks, presence of non-representative variability
in the training set, insufficient samples, or quantization er-
rors. Thus, the noise at different landmarks may be correlated
and may have different variances. Furthermore, the prior Pro-
crustes alignment typically introduces color in the noise.

The problem is to determine the value of the model order
t. Following the definition of best shape model provided in
[7], we consider an information-theoretic approach to select-
ing t, which provides a trade-off between compactness (size
of t), specificity (overfitting) and generalization ability (un-
derfitting).

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Let us assume we obtain M observations of the vector x, that
is, M shape training samples x(m), m = 1, ...,M , after a
Procrustes alignment. Our solution divides the problem into

two steps. First, we obtain estimates for the model parame-
ters P, Λ, and µx. Then, we estimate the model order t. For
this, we split the observed data into two subsets of sizes M1

and M2, denoted by X1 =
[
x(1), . . . ,x(M1)

]
∈ RN×M1 and

X2 =
[
x(M1+1), . . . ,x(M1+M2)

]
∈ RN×M2 . In our imple-

mentation, we choose M1 =M2.
Within the first set X1, we compute the sample mean

µ̂x = 1
M1

∑M1

m=1 x(m) as well as the sample covariance ma-
trix R̂yy = 1

M1
(X1X

T
1 − µ̂xµ̂

T
x ) and its eigenvalue decom-

position R̂yy = P̂Λ̂P̂T .
Let us define the matrix Y that contains the entries of X2

with mean removed, and consider the following multivariate
linear regression:

Y = P̂tBt + E, (2)

where the columns in Bt ∈ Rt×M2 are parameter vectors
bt as defined in (1) corresponding to each of the M2 vec-
tors in set X2; we model the regression noise in matrix
E =

[
ε(1), . . . , ε(M2)

]
, whose columns are considered inde-

pendently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations of
the error vector in (1). We propose an information-theoretic
formulation for model selection in multivariate linear regres-
sions, similarly as described in [12]. The model order t∗ is
chosen as

t∗ = argmin
t
(− log p(Y|B̂t, Σ̂t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

likelihood term

+ η(t)︸︷︷︸
penalty

), (3)

where B̂t and Σ̂t are the Maximum Likelihood (ML) esti-
mates of the model parameters for model order t, and η(t)
is a penalty term that depends on the selected information
criterion (Akaike, Bayesian, etc.) [13]. We model Bt as
an unknown deterministic parameter. Thus, the only ran-
dom quantity in the regression is the residual noise matrix
E = Y− P̂tBt. Consequently, the log-likelihood expression
in (3) can be written as [13]:

log p(Y|B̂t, Σ̂t) = −
M2

2
log |Σ̂t|

− 1

2
Tr{(Y − P̂tB̂t)

T Σ̂
−1
t (Y − P̂tB̂t)}+ constant. (4)

3.1. ML estimation of the regression parameters

According to the PDM definition, the columns of Bt, denoted
by b

(m)
t for m = 1, . . . ,M2, are contained in a set B(λ̂t).

Thus, the ML estimate of Bt is also constrained. We define
B(λ̂t) = {bt ∈ Rt×1 : |bi| ≤

√
λ̂i,∀i = 1 . . . t}, where

bt = [b1, . . . , bt]
T , and λ̂t = [λ̂1, . . . , λ̂t]

T contains the t
largest eigenvalues of R̂yy . Then, the ML estimation of Bt

is equivalent to the following regularized least-squares mini-
mization [12]:

B̂t = argmin
Bt∈B(λ̂t)

Tr{(Y − P̂tBt)
TΣ−1t (Y − P̂tBt)}, (5)



where Bt ∈ B(λ̂t) is applied column-wise. We calcu-
late the solution to (5) following the lines of [2]. That
is, we first obtain the unconstrained solution to (5), i.e.,
B̂u

t = (PT
t Σ−1t Pt)

−1(PT
t Σ−1

t
)Y. Then, we scale it such

that the constraints are fullfilled.
The ML estimate of the covariance matrix of the resid-

ual noise Σt is, as long as N < M2, the sample covariance
matrix:

Σ̂t =
1

M2
(Y − P̂tBt)(Y − P̂tBt)

T . (6)

We observe that the ML estimates B̂t and Σ̂t are mutually de-
pendent, which prohibits finding a closed-form solution. We
propose an alternating optimization algorithm to find a locally
optimum solution. We set Σ̂t = I as the initial point. Then,
for each iteration of the alternating optimization, we solve (5)
to calculate the ML estimate of B̂t and then, re-estimate the
covariance matrix as in (6). We repeat this procedure until
convergence.

3.2. Choosing the model order

The shape data is often high-dimensional but with small
number of samples. Under these circumstances, the esti-
mate of the matrix Σt may be ill-conditioned. In order to
deal with this, we reduce the number of parameters to be
estimated by assuming Σt to be a diagonal matrix, with
σ2 = [σ2

1 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ

2
N ] on the diagonal. Consequently, its

ML estimate is Σ̂t = diag( 1
M2

(Y − P̂tBt)(Y − P̂tBt)
T ).

Following the lines of [12], we choose the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), so the penalty term in (3) is η(t) =M2t+N ,
which corresponds to the degrees of freedom in (4). Notice
that AIC has been used as well for similar problems (for
example in [9]), and that the assumptions made to derive it
are quite weak [13]. Finally, the model-order estimate t∗ is
obtained by minimizing the terms in (3) that depend on t:

t∗ = argmin
t

[
M2

( N∑
i=1

log(σ̂2
i ) + 2t

)
+

N∑
i=1

M2∑
m=1

ε̂
2(m)
i

σ̂2
i

]
, (7)

where ε̂
(m)
i is the ith element of vector ε̂(m) = y(m) −

P̂tb̂
(m)
t ; and b̂t and σ̂2

i are the estimated values after conver-
gence of the alternating optimization.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we validate our strategy with numerical results.
In a PDM trained from real data sets, the true model order of
the shape model is not known. Hence, we have also used
simulated shape data following the model in Eq. (1), where
the model order t is set beforehand and thus known.

Fig. 1: Average shapes of femur, lung, and hand. The land-
marks are shown as blue stars.

4.1. Data description

We simulate realistic synthetic shapes following the model in
(1), similarly to the simulated data in [8]. We use the eigen-
vectors P̂t obtained from available real shape data sets and
choose values for bt that are consistent with the sample data.
Then we add white Gaussian noise ε with different noise lev-
els β, which we define as the ratio between the smallest kept
signal eigenvalue and the noise variance. We choose these
noise levels β such that the produced shapes still look realis-
tic. Then we randomly rotate, scale, and translate these syn-
thetic shapes and use Procrustes to re-align them. Procrustes
alignment typically colors the noise, so it may not longer be
white when the model order has to be selected.

We have used the following databases of real 2D shapes:

• The top part of the femur bone as seen in fluoroscopic
X-rays [14] (168 samples with 40 landmarks).

• Lung outlines from chest X-rays [15] (246 samples
with 44 landmarks).

• Hand outlines from photographs [16] (38 samples with
20 landmarks).

We show the average shape of each data set in Fig. 1.
These three data sets are similar: they belong to human

anatomy shapes, each sample contains a fixed number of land-
marks in correspondence, and the noise is unknown. In each
data set, the shapes are composed by a few landmarks that
are anatomical and manually labeled, and the rest of the land-
marks are equally distributed between these. We refer to the
papers [14],[15] and [16] for further details about these data
sets.



4.2. Evaluation of the results

We compare our proposed strategy with four others:

1. A variance threshold of 95%, as described in [2] and
validated in [4].

2. An information-theoretic technique that considers
white noise [9].

3. An information-theoretic criterion considering non-
uniform noise [10].

4. A boostrap t-test designed for PDMs [8] that considers
white noise.

4.2.1. Simulated data

The evaluation of simulated data is straightforward since there
is a known ground truth for the model order t.

In Fig. 2 we show the model order obtained from 1000
Monte Carlo simulations. We see that the performance of the
95%-approach [4] (triangle, yellow lines) depends consider-
ably on the level of noise: there is a tendency to overestimate
if β is moderate (5 dB) and to underestimate if β is high (20
dB). The white-noise strategy in [9] (circles, red lines) tends
to overestimate, especially when the number of samples in-
creases. We believe this is due to color in the noise, intro-
duced in the simulation by the Procrustes alignment. The t-
test stategy [8] (stars, green lines) does not perform well and
leads to results with high variance. The reason for this may be
that this approach assumes white noise to evaluate stability.
The nonuniform noise strategy [10] (diamond, purple lines)
tends to underestimate if β is moderate (5 dB), and it pro-
vides an incorrect estimation if the number of samples is very
small. Our proposed strategy (square, blue lines) outperforms
the competitors: it provides the best model-order estimate in
general, it needs fewer samples to find the correct estimate, it
is not highly dependent on the noise level, and it is consistent
with increasing number of samples.

4.2.2. Real data

There is no known ground truth for model order t in a PDM
that is trained with real shape data sets. Nevertheless, we may
still evaluate how plausible the model-order estimate is when
the number of available samples changes and compare this
with the behavior in artificial data. Additionally, we illustrate
the importance of the model order in PDMs with a numerical
experiment that shows the impact of the selection of t when
a PDM of order t is used to deal with partial occlusions in
shapes.

In Fig. 3 we show the estimated model order for different
number of samples on the three data sets. There are similari-
ties with Fig. 2: “95%” [4], t-test [8], and “nonuniform” [10]
provide small model orders, while “white-noise” [9] provides
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Fig. 2: Average model order over 1000 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, using simulated femur shapes of 40 landmarks, with
different number of samples M . The vertical bars indicate
variance. True model order is t = 10. We consider two dif-
ferent signal-to-noise levels: (a) β = 5 dB. (b) β = 20 dB.

large (probably too large) model orders. Our strategy seems
to provide a consistent model order that starts converging with
fewer samples.

As an illustrative example of the importance of the model
order in statistical shape models, we performed an experiment
that shows how well the PDM with the selected model or-
der can deal with partial occlusions. Considering an obtained
PDM as the prior information about shape deformation, we
perform an estimate of an occluded (or missing) landmark
in a new observed shape. The test consists in the follow-
ing: inside a leave-one-out test, this is, for all m = 1, . . . ,M
available samples in a data set, within themth “left-out” sam-
ple we delete one landmark from that shape. Then, we esti-
mate it from the remaining landmarks using a linear minimum
mean-squared error (LMMSE) estimator. The M − 1 “not
left-out” samples are used to design the PDM, in which we
evaluate all possible orders t. Let yi denote the missing land-
mark (which consists of its x- and y-coordinates) and ya the
remaining available landmarks. Let R̂ia denote the sample
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Fig. 3: Selected model order for three different real shape
data sets: (a) femur, (b) lung, and (c) hand. Notice that the
different shapes have different number of total samples M .

cross-covariance matrix between the missing landmark and
the remaining available landmarks, and R̂aa the covariance
matrix of the available landmarks. These matrices are calcu-
lated from the available PDM of order t. The LMMSE esti-
mator of the missing landmark from the remaining landmarks
is then ŷi = R̂iaR̂

−1
aa ya. In our experiment, we successively

estimate one landmark i from the others, repeating this for
all i = 1, ..., N/2 landmarks. We average the error over all
landmarks and over all available samples and obtain

eLMMSE(t) =
1

M

1

N/2

M∑
m=1

N/2∑
i=1

||ŷ(m)
i − y

(m)
i ||2, (8)

which is evaluated for all possible model orders, i.e., t =
1, . . . ,min(N,M). Figure 4 shows this metric for the three
data sets as a function of considered model order t. In Fig. 4,
we observe that the evaluated empirical error decreases until
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Fig. 4: eLMMSE for all possible order t. The evaluated model
orders are obtained using all available samples to train the
PDMs. The order selected by “white noise” (orange circle)
for the lung data set is not depicted because is out of plot
limits.

it reaches a minimum, which is different for each data set. A
shape model with too small an order may suffer from under-
fitting (thus, the error decreases if we add more complexity),
and too large an order may lead to overfitting (and therefore,
the error decreases if we reduce the complexity). We conclude
that choosing the right model order is critical in order to min-
imize the LMMSE. We see that the model order determined
by our technique (blue squares) leads to the smallest LMMSE
among all competing techniques. We also notice that there is
a relatively large interval of model orders that lead to similar
LMMSEs. The principle of parsimony dictates that in such
a case a smaller order is to be preferred. Our technique ob-
serves this principle.

5. CONCLUSION

Statistical shape models provide important information to ma-
chine learning algorithms about object deformation. The or-
der of these models is typically obtained heuristically. We
have proposed a model-order selection strategy that is based
on information-theoretic criteria and thus has a theoretical
justification. We have validated the selection performance of
our technique on simulated shape data, and it outperformed
other model-order selection strategies under different condi-
tions of sample support and noise level. We have also eval-
uated the technique on shapes from real data sets, showing
results similar to the evaluation with artificial data. Addition-
ally, we have performed an empirical test to illustrate the im-
pact of the model order of shape models, and how the choice
of order provided by our technique results on a model with
better performance.
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